In favor of “effective” and “non-discriminatory” non-dissemination policy.

The FRG and the NPT negotiation process (1962-1966)

Andreas Lutsch

Focusing on the early years of the NPT negotiations between 1962 and 1966, this chapter offers a new explanation of the Federal Republic of Germany’s nuclear policy since the mid-1950s by introducing the analytical concept of West Germany’s limited nuclear revisionism. The paper demonstrates that West Germany supported nuclear non-dissemination policy, even though Bonn opposed the NPT-concept until late 1966, when articles I and II of the later NPT were agreed upon by the superpowers. It illustrates a little-known West German proposal of March 1966 to establish a regional non-proliferation regime as an alternative to the NPT-concept. The chapter concludes with the theses that the NPT had no non-proliferation effect with regards to the FRG and that West Germany’s limited nuclear revisionism was significantly transformed in the autumn of 1966.

The Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) never became a nuclear power and it never controlled nuclear weapons. In 1954, Bonn accepted a legal obligation vis-à-vis some of its Western allies to abstain from producing nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons on German territory. This waiver seems to have provided sufficient reassurance to West Germany’s allies for them to agree to the 1955 Paris Accords, thereby permitting West German admittance to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). During 1956-58, the Adenauer administration cautiously probed West Germany’s nuclear options in terms of Western European cooperation – probably as a supplement to
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an exclusive Atlanticist nuclear policy. Yet after this episode, German nuclear policy remained exclusively oriented towards NATO. During the 1960s, as the negotiations on a Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) progressed, West Germany’s stance toward the treaty changed from rejection in the early 1960s to a rather grudging acceptance – coupled with an attempt in the second half of the 1960s to achieve a fairer balance of treaty rights and obligations. Ultimately, the FRG signed the NPT in late 1969 and ratified it in 1975.

The field lacks a precise understanding of the complexity of West German non-dissemination diplomacy and its linkages to related political and strategic processes during the 1960s. Also, German non-dissemination policy is not well understood within Bonn’s overall nuclear policymaking approach. This gap is particularly visible regarding the early years of the NPT negotiations, between 1962 and 1966, i.e. before Articles I and II of the later treaty were concluded. In contrast, more is known about the fact that German NPT-diplomacy intensified in early 1967 and that it had a limited impact on the treaty’s provisions other than Articles I and II. Therefore, this chapter focuses

---


on the early stage. First, it briefly reviews and offers an explanation for West Germany’s ambitions in terms of the nuclear sphere of security policy since the mid-1950s. Second, it discusses how governments in Bonn perceived nonproliferation policy and the nascent nonproliferation regime in light of West German nuclear policy. Thirdly, it inquires why Bonn proposed an almost forgotten NPT counter-scheme in early 1966 and how this proposal fitted to Bonn’s nuclear policy. Finally, it explains why and to what extent West Germany’s nuclear policy was transformed in late 1966.

Approaching West German nuclear ambitions

Throughout the 1960s, many believed the FRG’s waiver of 1954 would not be sufficient to prevent Bonn from somehow acquiring nuclear weapons. Ever since, much of the research on the origins of the NPT has seen the treaty as an effort by the superpowers – and other states – to codify especially West Germany’s non-nuclear status. An influential school of thought developed on the FRG and the nuclear question. This school focuses on the FRG as a ‘threshold state’, prima facie capable in a technological, industrial and financial sense to become a nuclear power. Regarding the latter, it is important to note that this school is totally fixated on nuclear weapons; it does not address other crucial issues in terms of nuclear power like the availability of or the ability to procure secure and effective delivery vehicles and a reliable command and control infrastructure. Authors assume or postulate explicitly that the West German government especially in the era of Chancellor Konrad
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Adenauer clandestinely “sought to acquire an independent nuclear deterrent”, even though authors vary regarding the definition of ‘political will’. In any case, the FRG is portrayed as a sometimes openly distrusted state that had to be prevented from ‘going nuclear’. These authors contend that coercive actions enforced Bonn’s alleged “nuclear reversal”; thus coercive actions were effective and decisive tools of nonproliferation policy against West Germany. Two coercive actions stand out. First, some pointed to seemingly credible and effective “U.S. threats of military abandonment” coupled with concurrent US assurance and protection “to obtain compliance with” US “nonproliferation demands”; even though it is questionable whether the US actually ‘threatened’ West Germany “to withdraw its security guarantees”\(^9\) in direct way. Second, this school of thought adheres to the narrative that the NPT thwarted West Germany’s ambitions for the national nuclear option, that it froze the FRG’s status as a non-nuclear-weapon state (NNWS), and that the German nuclear question was seemingly ‘solved’ when Bonn acceded to the regime in 1969/1975.\(^11\)

In contrast, another school of thought concentrated on a narrative which is the prevailing opinion in German historiography and which is supported by some accounts of political scientists. Basically, these authors postulate that there was “ample and growing capacity” regarding “an autonomous [nuclear] weapons acquisition program”, “but no will”.\(^12\) This thesis implies that West Germany was not a case of “nuclear reversal”, but a case of nuclear “renunciation”\(^13\) or “forbearance”\(^14\). These authors agree that we lack and that we will very likely never be able to detect unambiguous evidence

---


which proves the contrary, and that it has to be stated that the West German government neither decided to acquire the national control of nuclear weapons nor implemented a policy towards this end, be it with or without a formal decision making process on government level. Moreover, scholars have not identified an ambition let alone activities to make use of West Germany’s fuel cycle technologies (such as heavy water reactors, enrichment and reprocessing of fissile materials) for the purpose of an indigenous production of nuclear weapons, not to mention the potential illegality of involved actions considering that Bonn had waived the right to produce atomic weapons on German soil in 1954. Thus, also the thesis of a certain and/or temporary “hedging” function of West German fuel cycle technologies is not evident.

In general, my view corresponds with the last-mentioned school of thought. But my view goes beyond the conventional narrative: Before and after the FRG acceded to the NPT, West German governments pursued a limited nuclear revisionism. As an ‘umbrella state’ and as a protégé within the framework of US extended deterrence and NATO, West Germany was discontent with the status quo and continuously sought to achieve incremental enhancements to Germany’s position and influence within the nuclear order—but on a limited scale, that is without becoming an atomic power under the


16 Joachim Radkau and Lothar Hahn, Aufstieg und Fall der deutschen Atomwirtschaft (Munich: oekom, 2013), pp. 118-223. There is consensus in German historiography that another account is flawed because it does not display but still postulates a secret effort behind the build-up of West Germany’s nuclear infrastructure in order to achieve an indigenous break-out capability under the pretext of exploiting nuclear energy for civilian purposes: Tilmann Hanel, Die Bombe als Option. Motive für den Aufbau einer atomtechnischen Infrastruktur in der Bundesrepublik bis 1963 (Essen: Klartext Verlag, 2015).


18 This view is based on my PhD dissertation Westbindung or Balance of Power? The FRG’s Nuclear Policy between the NPT and NATO’s Dual Track Decision (1961-1979) (Mainz: PhD dissertation, 2014).
conditions of the Cold War, and while referring to and thus sheltering behind its legal status as a NNWS. Hence, the NPT had no nonproliferation effect regarding West Germany.

In recent years, a significant amount of government records was declassified. My review of these sources revealed no German attempt to emulate British and French nuclear acquisition efforts. Chancellor Adenauer, at least in the mid-1950s, seems to have regarded any non-nuclear state as “outclassed.” And there is agreement that Adenauer personally never ruled out – and probably favored – that the FRG (or a re-unified Germany) would eventually become a nuclear power. But in light of the available sources, there is no clear empirical nexus between such personal desires and a governmental policy to implement them, while ‘personal desires’ should not be regarded as being equivalent to political will to acquire the national control of nuclear weapons. I argue that West German nuclear policy should be seen in the context of Bonn’s orientation towards NATO and the US nuclear umbrella and that Bonn’s limited nuclear revisionism was no end in itself. Its political core function during the 1960s was to enhance the FRG’s position and influence within NATO in order to fortify the FRG’s ties to the West (Politik der Westbindung).

Bonn’s security policy was anchored in fundamental politico-military calculations. West Germany had to face a three-sided nuclear dilemma. First, in a divided Europe, the FRG faced a grave threat from the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact. Bonn’s officials were painfully aware that Germany would serve as a main battleground of a war, perhaps nuclear war. West German policy-makers were particularly “worried since the late 1950’s by Soviet IR/MRBM [Intermediate Range/Medium Range

____________________
19 Even if many military aspects of nuclear history are publicly unknown, an impressive body of declassified files enables nuclear historians to understand West German governmental policies much better than ever before. The most important US files are State Department files, located at the National Archives and Records Administration, College Park, USA [NARA], NSC files, located at Presidential Libraries, and files from collections like the Digital National Security Archive [DNSA]. The UK National Archive, London, UK [TNA] and the NATO Archives, Brussels, Belgium [NATO] are of great importance as well. Most declassified German files are foreign office files, available in the Politische Archiv, Auswärtiges Amt, Berlin, Germany [PA AA]; formerly classified files of the chancellery and the ministry of defense are by and large inaccessible, even though some declassified files are available at two venues of the Bundesarchiv, Koblenz, Germany [BA] and Freiburg, Germany [BA-MA]. Selectively, classified files can be found in personal papers of German politicians, which are located at private or party archives.
Ballistic Missiles] and medium bombers targeted on Europe.”

Any German chancellor, in the words of Helmut Schmidt, “had to remember that if the Soviet MRBMs were pointed at his country he would have to go begging to President Giscard or to Mr Callaghan or to President Carter in order to ask them to produce a counter-threat.”

Second, the FRG was entirely dependent upon NATO and the US nuclear umbrella. However, beginning in the late 1950s, the German leadership had to wrestle with the cardinal question of whether US extended nuclear deterrence was “absurd” and incredible. And yet, nobody was able to rule out that US protection actually ‘worked’ to deter Moscow: there were massive deployments of American troops and nuclear weapons in Western Europe, backed by the US strategic nuclear potential; the US threatened to use nuclear weapons first also below a level of conflict involving “the grand non-nuclear invasion of Western Europe”; and even in the face of the trend towards ‘nuclear parity’ between the superpowers, the US “aggressively sought strategic nuclear primacy”, thereby probably bolstering the credibility of its nuclear umbrella. Given these realities, West German experts and decision-makers believed even under the strained circumstances of the early 1960s that uncertainty in itself, due to the impossibility of excluding an uncontrollable spasm of nuclear escalation in conflict, may suffice to make deterrence work. In Bonn, US nuclear power was regarded as indispensable to balance the threat of the Warsaw Pact. It could not be substituted.
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Thirdly, the West German elites accepted the FRG’s inability to provide security through nuclear acquisition. The political class perceived the FRG’s status as NNWS as a fact of life, at least under the conditions of the Cold War. Trying to change this status was regarded as an “impossibilité politique.” Such action would lead to “suicide in domestic politics.” Many also believed German proliferation might unleash a Soviet “preemptive attack.” In addition, independent of West Germany’s economic prowess, decision-makers were painfully aware of the country’s de facto status of a “protectorate” in terms of security policy. Thus, it was unnecessary to remind West German leaders of the “simple fact [...] that Germany depends, and must depend, on collective nuclear defense,” because “[i]f you would not sign [the NPT], and decided to defend yourself with your own nuclear weapons, you would a) tear apart the Alliance [and] b) face a very difficult period during which you might well be destroyed.”

Scholars have tended to exaggerate the potential value of national nuclear weapons for German security. Potential costs – isolation, loss of influence, military intervention – can well dramatically outweigh potential gains. This calculation certainly applied in the case of the FRG. Notwithstanding, West German decision-makers thought the Soviet’s fear of a nuclear FRG was not merely a propaganda construct. Bonn had no illusions about the destabilizing effect of a West

32 Memorandum, Gleichgewicht und Atommacht, October 1962, BA-MA, BW 1/2377.
German attempt to acquire nuclear weapons. Such “endeavor[s] would go directly against German national interests.”

To understand the FRG’s behavior, “German national interests” should not be understood in a narrow sense of territorial security, but in broader political terms. Besides the above mentioned security concerns, German proliferation had the potential to destabilize Europe. Yet stability had to be preserved as a precondition for achieving the primary “German national interest:” Germany’s re-unification. In this respect, US support was also indispensable. Thus, from Bonn’s point of view, everything needed to be done to tie German and Western European security to a credible US security guarantee.

International Nonproliferation Efforts and Bonn’s “Leveraging Nuclear Suspicion” Strategy (1962-1964)

Especially after the Kennedy administration assumed office, the US policy community engaged in a widespread debate on the “N+1 country problem.”

This mechanistic model implied an accelerating and quasi-automatic tendency towards further proliferation. Thus, to many US decision-makers, the spread of nuclear weapons appeared as a tide that needed to be stemmed. In retrospect, it is obvious that proliferation pressures were more modest, especially when contrasted with the predictions of “generations of alarmists.” Nevertheless, the Kennedy administration was deeply concerned that the FRG might follow Britain and France’s example and acquire nuclear weapons. Therefore, nonproliferation policy needed to be intensified, many in Washington argued.

As recently declassified documents make clear, the West German leadership repeatedly and unambiguously denied any interest to acquire the national control of nuclear weapons. However,

the Adenauer government felt that West Germany was massively threatened by Soviet IR/MRBMs. Bonn thought only the deployment of several hundred mobile land-based and sea-based MRBMs in Western Europe under West German participation could possibly counterbalance the Soviet threat. Key officials in the FRG shared the gloomy assessment of the Supreme Allied Commander Europe, Lauris Norstad, that “Western Europe would be without an adequate defense capability at the latest in 1967” if the MRBM-problem would not be solved. And “then NATO would disappear.” Nevertheless, for political and strategic reasons, the Kennedy administration opposed any MRBM deployment in Western Europe. Washington only lukewarmly supported the idea of a purely sea-based MRBM force, and insisted on a setting “truly multi-lateral in ownership and control.”

Policy-makers in Bonn were dismayed by what they saw as American disregard of West German security interests. To gain leverage with Washington towards solving the MRBM problem, German officials started nurturing existing perceptions about the potential consequences of an insecure FRG. On the one hand, the country might eventually drift towards the East, the argument went. On the other hand, it might embark upon a nuclear weapons program. The Adenauer government attempted to exploit the FRG’s status as a seeming ‘nuclear threshold state’ and suspicions on the part of Bonn’s allies as a source of intra-alliance bargaining power. But given West Germany’s limited
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42 See McNamara’s remarks before the North Atlantic Council on 14 December 1961 for a central technical argument: US strategic nuclear forces outside Europe would more than suffice to cover targets in the Western Soviet Union, Summary Record of a meeting of the Council, NATO, IS-C-R(61)69-E; US political objections appeared to arise from proliferation concerns and because the US anticipated a deterioration of the East-West relationship: memorandum by von Hase, 28 May 1962, PA AA, B 150, Vol. 449.
nuclear revisionism such proliferation hints did not indicate that the FRG was engaging in “nuclear hedging.”

Bonn’s leveraging-strategy achieved mixed results. On the US side, Secretary of State Rusk reported to his British counterpart, Lord Home, that “the Germans would, sooner or later, seek to have a nuclear capacity of their own unless they were offered some alternative arrangement such as the multilateral force.” Yet, London remained rather unimpressed. Apparently, their assessment of the possibilities of German nuclear policy was rather realistic. Nevertheless, the German leadership accepted a very high price for this diplomatic strategy: distrust, suspicion, and even resentment of friend and foe alike were the consequences. Thus, this diplomatic move would ultimately catalyze numerous states’ already existent predisposition towards balancing against and containing the FRG, a country whose leadership appeared to show an “increasing sign of being obsessed” with nuclear weapons.

When the trend towards a nonproliferation regime materialized as a basic agenda item in superpower deliberations over Berlin and Germany and was paralleled by the adoption of the “Irish Resolution” by the UN General Assembly in late 1961, the FRG was alarmed. Because key officials of the Adenauer government referred to the “French belief that nuclear diffusion is desirable because of US unreliability,” contemporary and subsequent analysts assumed that Bonn wanted to avoid the prohibition of the national nuclear option by a nonproliferation treaty. Yet, in fact, the FRG genuinely supported the Irish Resolution and endorsed the principle of non-dissemination. But Bonn refused to support every means of nonproliferation policy. For Bonn, nonproliferation policy could not compromise other core interests – and the superpowers’ proposed NPT ideas were threatening to do just that.

47 On this concept see Levite, “Never Say Never Again,” p. 69.
51 Statement by Schröder before the NAC on 14 December 1961, Summary Record of a meeting of the Council, NATO, IS-C-R(61)67-E.
Emerging until August 1962, the general design of what were to become Articles I and II of the NPT included a non-transfer/non-assistance-declaration by the nuclear powers and a non-production/non-acquisition-declaration from all other states. Yet the superpowers disagreed in regard to NATO as a nuclear alliance. The Soviets were interested in using the NPT as a means to denuclearize the transatlantic alliance, for instance by prohibiting both nuclear weapons deployments on territories of non-nuclear states and any nuclear sharing arrangements.\(^52\) Thus, Bonn rejected the NPT proposal.\(^53\) Its de facto position remained hidden behind a diplomatic smokescreen: The FRG would commit herself to such treaty if all other non-nuclear-weapon states in the world would do so as well.\(^54\) Nevertheless, the West German position did not aim to preserve a “right to become a nuclear Power in the future” due to an existing plan or intention to do so. It was rooted in three politico-strategic considerations.\(^55\)

First, the West German government strictly rejected any kind of nonproliferation settlement singling out both German states, a provision that the superpower-envisioned concept did entail at that point.\(^56\) Second, Bonn opposed renouncing any of its nuclear options within the scope of an accord which would be legally binding between West Germany and the Soviet Union. Aware of Moscow’s concern with a West German nuclear option, the FRG regarded any such waiver as an important “bargaining point” for the eventual negotiations on the German question.\(^57\) According to the West German political concept of ‘Politik der Stärke’ (policy of strength) towards dealing with the Soviet Union, Moscow should feel the squeeze of the German “sword of Damocles,” the argument went.\(^58\) In other words, even though German policy-makers regarded the nuclear option \textit{de facto} as
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\(^{54}\) Telex from Werz, 3 September 1962, AAPD 1962, III, doc. 345, pp. 1491f.


\(^{56}\) Memorandum from Balken, 12.4.1962, PA AA, B 150, Vol. 446.


\(^{58}\) Letter from Mertes zu Guttenberg, 2 August 1965, Bayerisches Hauptstaatsarchiv, Bamberg, Germany [StA Bam.], Personal Papers Guttenberg [NLG], Vol. 50.
unfeasible, a seeming state of “nuclear latency”\textsuperscript{59} should keep Moscow in uncertainty in regard to Bonn’s intentions. Thus, the “sword of Damocles” appeared as an “atout,” a trump.\textsuperscript{60} Perhaps it could even be a “decisive diplomatic weapon,” some suggested.\textsuperscript{61} In any event it could not be given away without anything in return. Thirdly, Bonn did not want a treaty that would negatively affect the “present and future nuclear defense posture of NATO.”\textsuperscript{62} The West Germans were concerned, for example, with the deployment of US nuclear weapons in the FRG and Western Europe, with existing nuclear sharing arrangements, and particularly with the deployment of MRBM under West German participation. Given West Germany’s aim to bolster its position within NATO, a superpower agreement on nonproliferation was seen as both being undesirable and dangerous. Also, when compared to other political questions, the whole nonproliferation issue was regarded in Bonn as of secondary importance. Nobody saw a need at this stage to propose a workable alternative to the superpower’s scheme to deal with nonproliferation.\textsuperscript{63}

After the multiple crises within NATO in late 1962 and early 1963, the Kennedy administration took concrete steps towards establishing the so called Multilateral Force (MLF) – a seaborne MRBM-force to be owned, controlled, and manned multilaterally under the participation of interested NATO allies.\textsuperscript{64} Given French opposition to this initiative, both West Germans and Americans thought the British held the key to success. Thus, Washington tried to win London over. Yet many in the UK felt that “the Germans should be kept quiet in other ways,” i.e. through a nonproliferation agreement.\textsuperscript{65} In response, Kennedy argued that British Prime Minister Macmillan should agree to the MLF in
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order to avoid negative consequences: Franco-German nuclear cooperation or an “independent nuclear effort in Germany - not now but in time”.  

In Bonn, policy-makers were less than enthusiastic about the MLF scheme. Adenauer feared that the US had now ruled out any deployment of land-based MRBMs. However, the West German government was determined to achieve a MLF agreement at the least. Political and strategic reasons spoke in its favor – “above all to participate in the strategic nuclear area in some form.” Thus, the German Atlanticist orientation was confirmed by the FRG’s unconditional acceptance of the MLF. And burgeoning détente demanded additional concessions: In late August 1963, the Adenauer government had to meet international expectations to accede to the Partial Test Ban Treaty. It did so reluctantly. A “system” of East-West relations managed by the superpowers began to emerge. In October 1963, Adenauer’s successor Ludwig Erhard assumed power, signaling a predominance of the Atlanticist attitude inside the FRG government.

However, starting in mid-1964, both the French government and West German “Gaullists” like Adenauer, Strauss, and others castigated the Erhard government for exclusively pinning German hopes on the US in terms of security policy – political pressure that constrained Erhard’s freedom of movement. In addition, MLF-diplomacy aroused France’s furor. The Warsaw Pact countries waged massive propaganda campaigns. In Britain, the Tory and the Labor governments were determined to contain German power in Europe – in late 1964, under the guise of a British counter-proposal to the MLF, the ANF. Thus, by autumn 1964, with Bonn repeatedly stating its positions both openly and behind closed doors, the perception of the FRG coveting nuclear weapons worried many. The PRC’s nuclear test of October 1964 had led to a sense of exceptional urgency in the US regarding nuclear proliferation. President Lyndon B. Johnson’s decision, laid down in National Security Action Memorandum (NSAM) 322 in late 1964, came as a massive blow for the Atlanticist German
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leadership.\textsuperscript{71} In the critical words of the former US High Commissioner in Germany, John McCloy, the effect of NSAM 322 was “to go easy on the MLF, to put the ball in the court of the Europeans with, at best, an equivocal attitude on the part of the United States in respect of MLF.”\textsuperscript{72} Under these circumstances, Bonn feared that the US might sooner or later give preference to a nonproliferation settlement and abandon the collective nuclear force within NATO. In reaction, statements of West German leading figures became rather flamboyant. Clearly alluding to a NPT-like agreement, Foreign Minister Schröder warned Rusk that the FRG could never accept “discriminating measures.”\textsuperscript{73} In conclusion, while German disagreement with the NPT-concept was intense, the underpinning logic was much more convoluted than conventional explanations propose.

**Against the NPT - In Favor of an Alternative Regime (1965-1966)**

There were clear indications in mid-1965 that a breakthrough on a nonproliferation agreement along the general lines of the 1962 design had become possible. The Gilpatric Committee had argued in its report to President Johnson for giving nonproliferation priority, even though US internal disagreements remained on how to deal with the FRG.\textsuperscript{74} The MLF-proposal had become politically shipwrecked. But many in Bonn still hoped that triangular high-politics between Washington, London and Bonn would lead to the establishment of a NATO collective strategic nuclear force. Within this context, the British circulated a NPT draft among the NATO allies, with the intention to table it at the formal venue for negotiations on the treaty, the Eighteen Nation Committee on Disarmament (ENDC). The UK draft ruled out any collective nuclear force in which the participating nuclear-weapon states would not hold a veto over the use of nuclear weapons.\textsuperscript{75} In Bonn, the Erhard
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government was alarmed, to say the least. Within this general context, a number of FRG attempts to secure German interests ensued.

For West Germany, the British proposal seemed to be another step in an undesirable direction. In May 1965 US Secretary of Defense McNamara had argued NATO should establish a “Select Committee” of defense ministers in order to give some non-nuclear states – and mainly the FRG – a chance to participate in nuclear consultation. Such consultations would include, inter alia, “planning for the use of nuclear forces, including the use of strategic nuclear forces.” McNamara had intimated that his proposal would merely be a supplement to – and not a substitute for – the continuing US offer to establish a collective nuclear force. However, the Germans feared that the “Select Committee” could be played up politically to legitimatize a change of US policy towards a definitive abandonment of the concept to establish a collective MRBM force.

Against this background, an article by William C. Foster, the director of the US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA), in a widely-read policy journal suggested that US rejection of the multilateral force option may be a prerequisite for achieving a nonproliferation treaty. In Bonn, the article was understood as inclining the balance of influence in Washington in favor of those who seemed willing to compromise with Moscow to achieve nonproliferation at the expense of a certain “erosion” of NATO. The article was seen as another manifestation of the arrogance of nuclear powers, intending to fix the given hierarchy in the international state system in favor of the nuclear beati possidentes.

The FRG’s reaction was loud and public. First, Foreign Minister Schröder deliberately staged the FRG as a “role model non-nuclear weapon state,” advocating that others should first emulate West
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Germany’s 1954 voluntary renunciation. Second, he argued Bonn could abdicate nuclear “acquisition” only vis-à-vis her allies and only after German participation in a collective MRBM force had been secured. Thirdly, he claimed the FRG would not be able to accede to a NPT. Only a reunified Germany could do so. Critics of the Erhard government quickly portrayed Schröder’s statement as an implicit threat: West Germany would ‘go nuclear’ if its conditions were not met. In fact, Schröder’s reaction reflected the government’s position since 1962 and particularly the “Sword of Damocles” strategy.

Ensuing consultations between Bonn and Washington and within NATO are revealing in regard to both West German priorities and strategy. The FRG leadership was quickly confronted with the US argument that the NPT could not be linked to the German question. All the more then, the Erhard government insisted on the well-known German demand to participate in a collective nuclear force. Given the anticipated consequences of strategic parity between the superpowers and the ensuing decreasing credibility of the US nuclear umbrella, Bonn was worried that Moscow might ultimately feel emboldened to blackmail West Germany. The German Permanent Representative to NATO, Wilhelm G. Grewe, argued Bonn was bound to understand nonproliferation in the general context of European security: an “erosion” of NATO as a side effect of the NPT would be “catastrophic.” In this context, the US reaction is telling: While brushing away the other arguments, Secretary of State Rusk was quick to point out that Foster’s article had no governmental endorsement and that Washington would not compromise with Moscow on a collective nuclear force.

Remarkably, after Washington tabled a draft NPT in the ENDC in August 1965 – from West Germany’s viewpoint, a moment marking a “new stage” of international nonproliferation diplomacy

86 Instruction for Grewe, 24 July 1965, AAPD 1965 II, doc. 301, pp. 1258; Summary Record of a meeting of the Council, 26 July 1965, NATO, IS-C-R(65)34-E.
87 Rusk was quoted in a telex by Knappstein of 9 July 1965: “There will be no nonproliferation treaty without MLF,” AAPD 1965 II, doc. 275, p. 1157.
Bonn’s public reaction was ostentatiously reserved. The draft was a “significant contribution.” But NATO’s “defense interests” should not be impaired, the West Germans argued publicly. Internally, however, leading figures inside the government bureaucracy still referred to the NPT as the “Knebelungsvertrag” implying that it would restrain only the have-nots. Bonn complained to Washington that the US draft was completely imbalanced, given the nuclear powers’ uninhibited freedom of action. When analyzed carefully, these mixed reactions are fully consistent with West German preferences and constraints. On the one hand, the draft treaty clearly allowed for schemes for a collective nuclear force within NATO. On the other hand, it ruled out the establishment of a European nuclear force under the participation of non-nuclear states except for remote cases. Especially in the eyes of German “Gaullists” it was of vital importance to preserve the full spectrum of remaining options to participate a European nuclear force, irrespective of the currently hostile British and adverse French attitudes.

In contrast to the West German government, former Chancellor Adenauer complained publicly that a NPT would be a “tragedy for Germany.” An insecure FRG would be handed to the Soviet Union on a silver platter. Former Defense Minister Strauss blustered that the NPT would amount to a “military Versailles” and demanded to establish a European nuclear force immediately. The Erhard government should “not perform the role of the Atlanticist prig,” Strauss argued. However, these harsh criticisms were aimed at least as much at the US as they were aimed at domestic audiences in advance of the Bundestag elections in autumn 1965.

These fiery domestic exchanges notwithstanding, the Erhard government was confirmed in the elections. With the Soviet Union having submitted its own NPT draft – an initiative widely interpreted as attempting to denuclearize Western Europe by banning all nuclear arrangements
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92 Art. II, 1 Draft Treaty, 17 August 1965, Documents on Disarmament 1965, p. 348; see the memoranda from Theißinger, 19, 24 and 27 August 1965, BA, B 136/ 6899.
within NATO – the FRG tried for the last time to achieve a breakthrough regarding a collective nuclear force.96 Thus, Bonn sent a little known new scheme to the highest level in both Washington and London – a mixture between ANF-components and new elements including a long-range version of land-based PERSHING missiles.97 Subsequently, the Germans attempted to lobby the US to bring the British onboard. The Atlanticist Erhard government still had many supporters in Washington. Like their German peers, American advocates of the collective NATO force took the British Labor leaders at their word to give up the UK deterrent. This “would strike a blow for nonproliferation more significant than any piece of paper,” these US officials argued.98

However, another fraction within the US bureaucracy advanced the opposite argument: Because the US would retain a veto on the decision to use the nuclear weapons of the collective force, the control scheme would only “dramatize that no one believes that Germans can be trusted with nuclear weapons.” This may augment Bonn’s nuclear ambitions instead of satisfying them, it was argued.99 Indeed, President Johnson was very reserved towards the West German proposal.100 Yet he advised British Prime Minister Wilson to accept the West German formula without putting pressure on London to do so.101 On the part of the British, some argued it was “wishful thinking” to hope Bonn would be content merely with nuclear consultations,102 with the “artichoke without the heart,” as some US officials portrayed it.103 Nevertheless, the British government “backed away” in early 1966 from its ANF-proposal, thereby removing what had been the basis for the new German scheme.104 Thereafter President Johnson seemed to act like an “honest broker” between London and Bonn,
without putting pressure on either side. But he continued emphasizing the “importance of the Germans finding a place in the sun.”

In a curious mixture of decisiveness and restraint, the Erhard administration now concluded it would not push for a collective force for the time being, but it would repel attempts to curtail Bonn’s remaining nuclear options in consequence of arms control. The collective force was still seen as the only means to solve the MRBM-problem and to bolster the Federal Republic’s status within NATO. Corroborating this high level of uncertainty with the alliance crisis unleashed by France’s final withdrawal from the integrated NATO command, the FRG leadership clearly felt the danger “that we will be steamrolled by a nonproliferation agreement.” West German experts did not perceive any teleology in terms of NPT diplomacy. But they did not preclude a tacit agreement between the two superpowers. As a consequence, the NPT would codify the given nuclear order. It would rule out the non-nuclear states’ ability to influence the control of nuclear weapons through co-ownership. And it might only allow a consultative nuclear arrangement like the “McNamara-Committee” besides existing nuclear arrangements. This was not an outcome the Erhard government was willing to accept, be it explicitly or silently.

Thus, to get out of the political danger zone, the Erhard government launched another – today nearly forgotten – major initiative in late March 1966: a German disarmament plan. This “peace note” included a package for all Warsaw Pact states except East Germany. It comprised offers to conclude bilateral agreements to renounce the use of force, to exchange maneuver observers, to control the export of fissile materials, and to establish a regional nonproliferation regime which should appear as ‘effective’ and ‘non-discriminatory’ – in contrast to the NPT. Obviously, the FRG wanted to square

---
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the circle: deal constructively with the general trend of détente, behave positively on nonproliferation, reduce suspicion and distrust, and protect West German interests. However, the West German government was under no illusion that its proposal had slight chance to be implemented. All Warsaw Pact states rejected the proposal. Not even the Western powers took the initiative seriously. The US approached the idea “quite reservedly.” Even Italy proved uninterested. Ultimately, the initiative had very little impact. In any case, the initiative documented Bonn’s positive stance towards nonproliferation policy, even though the opposition to the NPT endured.

The meager result of West Germany’s initiative had to be seen against the background that there was already much political momentum behind the superpowers’ drive towards the NPT. Increasingly, as the Soviets signaled acceptance of existing nuclear arrangements within NATO and even some future ‘software’ arrangement of nuclear consultations, a compromise solution appeared possible. Nevertheless, even while telling the Germans that they did “not have to worry,” Washington was aware that Bonn was still committed to obtaining a hardware solution. Additionally, the Erhard government at no time explicitly conveyed its approval of the NPT approach. It was clear in Washington that the US would face stiff opposition "if we tried to jam down their throats the sort of agreement now proposed to us by the Russians.” Thus, in early December 1966, after the Erhard

atomic weapons. The four atomic powers of both alliances should declare not to transfer nuclear weapons into the national control of non-nuclear states. Like in the West German case, the waivers of individual states should be valid legally only vis-à-vis this state’s respective allies. The German scheme for a regional nonproliferation regime would be ‘effective’ because it would block the only possible paths toward the spread of national nuclear capabilities, if all NATO- and Warsaw Pact states would adhere to it. Compared to the NPT approach, it would be ‘non-discriminatory’ because individual waivers would be declared ‘voluntarily’ and because they would be legally valid only within the respective military alliance.
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government had already fallen and a ‘grand coalition’ between Christian Democrats (CDU/CSU) and Social Democrats (SPD) had been established, the FRG was still “reassured” by the US: “no decisions” had been taken on the NPT issue, “no secret deal with the Russians” had been reached, and “no positions of the alliance and options whatsoever have been abandoned.”

The Transformation of West German Limited Nuclear Revisionism

Despite US reassurances to the contrary, the Germans feared a superpower NPT fait accompli which would infringe German interests. In such a situation, even if West Germany would “formally” be consulted, she would “practically” have no other choice but to concede defeat. From Bonn’s perspective, this scenario materialized when the Germans received the draft Articles I and II of the NPT before the end of 1966 – draft language that would find its way almost unchanged into the ultimate text of the treaty that opened for signature on 1 July 1968. However, the Grand Coalition government of CDU/CSU and SPD that governed until autumn 1969 could not agree upon a formal NPT decision. The views of the SPD- and the CSU-leadership were incompatible. The CDU-leadership was leaning towards the CSU’s stance, but without sharing the CSU’s more radical rejection of the NPT. In contrast, immediately after the Social Democrats (SPD) and the Liberals (FDP) formed a government the FRG signed the NPT on 28 November 1969. This policy change can be seen as a significant step towards the FRG’s redefined Ostpolitik.

Under these circumstances, what the West Germans were left with since late 1966 was to influence the details of the future treaty to a certain amount. In mid-1968, US-President Johnson would claim “the Germans had practically written the Treaty as it stands now.” Starting in early 1967, Washington had been highly receptive to German demands on the specifics of the NPT language. Thus, Bonn’s NPT diplomacy was surprisingly influential, given the fact that Germany – not a
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member of the ENDC – was not directly participating in the negotiations. Still, Johnson’s remark was a euphemism. The West Germans were only allowed to influence at most secondary provisions of the treaty. Nonetheless, many of these items were complex and politically sensitive. Bonn was, for instance, influential in addressing the safeguards question pursuant to Article III, the right to use nuclear energy for civil purposes according to Article IV, and – as FRG’s Foreign Minister Brandt put it – the alleged “practical lever” to disarmament in Article VI. In contrast, Articles I and II – the core of the NPT – remained sacrosanct. Johnson’s remarks also reflected that it had become a test of stamina for American officials to listen closely to ‘legalistic’ Germans in innumerable and redundant bilateral meetings on the specifics of the NPT to ensure that these consultations were assessed as at least partially successful by the German side.

Putting aside the specifics of NPT diplomacy since early 1967 in order to avoid a cursory and inappropriate evaluation of the German assessments, it is worth noting that the German debate on the FRG’s NPT signature in late 1969 focused once again on the implications of Articles I and II. The same had been true until the turn of the year 1966-67. The first two articles were paramount because they were seen as an attempt by the two superpowers to codify the given nuclear order on a global scale. States that had tested nuclear weapons before 1 January 1967 were declared as nuclear-weapon states (NWS). All other states were supposed to accept their status as non-nuclear-weapon states (NNWS). Existing NATO nuclear arrangements were shielded, even though the NPT language of “indirect transfer of control” was in fact ambivalent. A collective nuclear force with co-ownership of nuclear weapons by NNWS was legally ruled out. The participation of a NNWS (party to the NPT) in a European nuclear force would also be prohibited as long as no European federal state
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would have been established beforehand, thereby superseding at least one of the two European NWS, France or Britain.\textsuperscript{131} Thus, the NPT explicitly codified a new aspect of sovereignty within international law: the control of nuclear weapons had to be regarded as “measure of sovereignty and big power status symbol.”\textsuperscript{132}

The superpower compromise on the NPT was a massive setback for West German interests. However, after the US and the Soviet Union agreed upon Articles I and II, there was a general expectation in Washington that the FRG had to accede to the NPT “whether they like it or not.”\textsuperscript{133} In contrast, the successor to Erhard, Kurt-Georg Kiesinger, later remarked that if the FRG acceded to the NPT, West Germany would appear as a “protectorate of the US.”\textsuperscript{134} Grewe, who opposed the treaty as a matter of principle but denied any interest in a German nuclear weapons capability, criticized the NPT in early 1967: “The MLF was aimed at achieving long-term equality, the NPT is aimed at producing long-term inequality.”\textsuperscript{135} Grewe’s complaints were paradigmatic for the perception of leading figures within the German administration. In the eyes of Atlanticists and “Gaullists” alike, the superpower’s agreement on the first two articles of the NPT was tainted.

First, the NPT put a cap on Bonn’s aim to bolster the FRG’s status within NATO. The NPT relegated the FRG to a secondary position within the international state system and NATO. West Germany had gained a permanent seat within the Nuclear Planning Group (NPG), in consequence of McNamara’s “Select Committee” proposal. But it was far from being self-evident in late 1966 that German “pressures for greater influence in nuclear policy” would in fact be absorbed entirely by the NPG deliberations.\textsuperscript{136} Second, the superpower’s compromise provided no solution to the MRBM-problem that had eroded German confidence in the credibility of the US nuclear umbrella for years.
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failure to establish any kind of collective nuclear force in NATO contributed to a desperate feeling of insecurity “among knowledgeable people in Germany.” But even if Bonn wondered “how much of Germany had to be overrun before the [nuclear] riposte would be forthcoming,” it remained beyond doubt that US protection was indispensable. According to the available evidence, the gloomy assessments of the early 1960s that NATO might collapse if the MRBM-problem remained unresolved were replaced by a consensus that NATO deterrence may well remain credible in relation to Moscow and that it would be more dangerous than ever before to doubt its credibility.

If the preservation of the global nuclear status quo is to be regarded as the core objective of the NPT, then the treaty’s immediate effect on the FRG was actually very low. By freezing the European nuclear order, the NPT thwarted Bonn’s efforts to improve the West German institutional position within nuclear NATO. But the objective to increase the FRG’s politico-strategic influence especially in nuclear NATO did not cease in autumn 1966 when the position of the FRG in nuclear NATO and in the European nuclear order was laid down. Bonn would continue to use its leverage to advance West German interests in terms of nuclear security policy and particularly within NATO’s nuclear structures.

**Conclusion**

In autumn 1966, after the superpowers had agreed on articles I and II as the core of the NPT, West Germany’s limited nuclear revisionism was significantly transformed. Bonn had at no time actively striven for the national control of nuclear weapons. It supported nonproliferation policy, irrespective of the fact that it had rejected the NPT as a means to deal with the non-dissemination issue. West German nuclear policy was committed to achieve two specific objectives. First, the FRG’s institutional position in nuclear NATO had to be expanded by participation in nuclear arrangements.

---


139 This German disposition crystallized particularly in the NPG proceedings the since 1967. The summit meeting of Guadeloupe in January 1979 may be regarded as an apex with regards to Bonn’s willingness to increase its influence in nuclear matters.
Second, the FRG’s influence in nuclear NATO had to be continuously increased with the general objective to increase its credibility and to work towards a more favorable balance of risks and burdens within the alliance. Autumn 1966 brought a transformation of the FRG’s limited nuclear revisionism in the sense that the FRG acquiesced in her position in nuclear NATO and the nuclear order. Thus, the FRG stopped being revisionist in this regard. But the FRG continued to be willing to expand her influence in nuclear matters, first of all within the structures of nuclear NATO, and especially within the Nuclear Planning Group. In this respect, West Germany remained a revisionist state and we still lack a precise understanding of Bonn’s respective activities, particularly regarding the period of transition between the late 1960s and the prehistory of the NATO Dual-Track Decision of 1979.

Until the late 1960s, the political core function of German nuclear policy was to fortify the FRG’s ties to the West (Politik der Westbindung) by bolstering the FRG’s position in NATO and by expanding West German influence in nuclear matters without becoming a nuclear power. Given the politico-strategic calculation behind the FRG’s limited nuclear revisionism, the unchanged circumstances of the Cold War, the undisputed West German Westbindung, and the role of the SPD in the government, there was also no ‘danger’ after 1966 that Bonn might abandon its previous path and go nuclear. Thus, the NPT had no nonproliferation effect with regards to the FRG. The NPT was unnecessary to keep West Germany non-nuclear. Even before the NPT-regime was established, any assessment of costs and benefits made the national nuclear option look unbearable. Still, the NPT can be characterized as an additional “powerful constraint”\textsuperscript{140} which cemented the FRG’s non-nuclear status. The FRG’s accession to the NPT in 1969/1975 strongly fortified the already given architecture in which the security of non-nuclear West Germany was guaranteed by the US nuclear umbrella.
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